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The Week Ahead Announcements and News
from Miss TrenkampNo big events coming up this

week:)
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What did we do last week?
This past week the students completed two
science projects that had them get familiar
with collecting data and the scientific
method. They created paper airplanes to fly
outside and made elephant toothpaste! In
social studies, the students finished looking
into the economy and the government. In
religion, the students finished their pinatas
and practiced lectio divina in preparation
for Mass. In reading the students began
creating new poems out of song lyrics and a
poem for two voices. In math, the students
continued to learn about characteristics of 
 triangles and their angles. Finally in writing,
the students were able to familiarize
themselves with our typical vocab/spelling
routine.

*Simple Solutions Quiz: Thursday
*Vocab Quiz: Friday
*Book Report due 9/30

Big Assignments

St Mary School
Shaping Hearts and Minds in the Service

of Christ

This coming week the students will begin their
exploration of space in science and will continue
their poetry unit in reading. In math, the students will
continue working with triangles, and in writing the
students will begin to draft their first article based on
their interviews they completed. In religion, the
students will begin looking at varying types of prayer.
In social studies, the students will begin to think like
historians.

Additionally, we will officially begin our regular
routine of due dates for Simple Solutions (grammar)
and vocabulary.  The students will be responsible for
four Simple Solutions lessons and a quiz every week.
For vocab/spelling I gave each student an outline of
the expectations and requirements. They will have a
spelling quiz on the first Friday of a unit and a vocab
quiz on the second Friday of the unit.  I will clarify in
the newsletter if they do not have one of these
quizzes. 

This year the sixth grade gets to participate in the
Saint projects. The students will be picking their
Saints soon and will receive more information on the
requirements for this project.

The students have been doing a wonderful job
practicing their expectations to make them habit. I
will continue to work with them to help them create
good habits using the expectations. As always if you
need anything feel free to send me an email.

Miss Trenkamp
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Contact Miss
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email: jtre
nkamp@

stmarycharlotte.org

phone: 517.543.3460 

ext. 15

visit:

misstre
nkampsixthgrade.

weebly.com
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No School

No School-

labor Day
picture day

full day-

no afternoon

bussing

Be sure to check out the
class website to check out

all of the cool things
happening in sixth grade!

 

Grandparents'

day mass

Non-uniform

virtuous student


